Tender No. PUR/2/19/9119/593
Work Description: Magnetite Milling System Complete

1. PRE-QUALIFICATION CRITERIA (PQC) (Sl. No. 16 of NIT):

FOR:

a) The tenderer shall have designed, manufacture, supplied and successfully commissioned at least 2 no. closed loop grinding circuit of capacity not less than 12 TPH, size not less than 7’ diameter x 15’ long and for material having work index of 16.5 or higher grinding mill, hydro cyclone, pumps and related equipments etc. during last three (3) years i.e. from 2010-11 to 2012-13.

b) The Tenderer should have satisfactorily completed a single contract of supply, installation & commissioning not less than Rs. 4 (four) crore or two Engineering, procurement & commissioning works costing not less than 2 (two) crore each during last 3 years.

READ:

a) The tenderer shall have designed, manufacture, supplied and successfully commissioned at least 2 no. closed loop ball mill grinding circuit of capacity not less than 12 TPH with ball mill size higher than 7’ diameter x 15’ long or of higher volume and for material having work index of 16.5 or higher during last three (3) financial years i.e. 2010-11, 2011-12 & 2012-13.

b) The Tenderer should have satisfactorily completed a single contract of supply, installation & commissioning of wet grinding ball mill circuit costing not less than Rs. 4 (four) crore or two such contract costing not less than 2 (two) crore each during last 3 (three) financial years i.e. 2010-11, 2011-12 & 2012-13.

All parties interested to submit offer are advised to visit our website www.ucil.gov.in or CPP portal and submit their offer exactly as per our specification and above revised PQC written in the NIT. Rest of the terms and conditions of the tender will remain unaltered.

DY. GENERAL MANAGER (Purchase)